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Abstract
Background: Historic evidence suggests up to 16% (approximately) of non-visible haematuria (NVH) referrals result in Urological cancer diagnosis. The majority are bladder cancers, for which flexible cystoscopy is
regarded the “gold standard” diagnostic procedure. Recent changes to suspected cancer referral guidelines,
public information campaigns and reduced smoking prevalence may have changed this percentage. We
retrospectively calculated cancer detection rates from NVH referrals to assess whether flexible cystoscopy,
an invasive and morbid procedure, remains necessary.
Patients and methods: All patients referred to our University teaching hospital on a suspected (“twoweek”) cancer pathway with NVH over a 16-week period were included. Clinical and demographic data
were collected for a series of 200 patients (96 male, age range 27–92, median 68).
Results: Only eight patients had urological malignancy found (two renal and six bladder cancers). Both
renal, and four bladder cancers, were identified on imaging prior to flexible cystoscopy. Only two bladder
cancers were therefore detected by cystoscopy; one low-risk non-muscle invasive (patient has already been
discharged) and one in a patient that was unfit for treatment (died of heart failure). Only seven (3.5%) of
the patients were offered the option of not undergoing flexible cystoscopy.
Conclusion: Our analyses suggest that flexible cystoscopy is rarely of benefit in patients with NVH. We
suggest that patients should be given an accurate risk of bladder cancer diagnosis during the consent process. We advocate that flexible cystoscopy can be avoided for the majority of NVH referrals, particularly
in patients without strong risk factors for urothelial cell carcinoma. Avoidance of flexible cystoscopy would
reduce patient risks from procedural morbidity, reduce risks of acquiring coronavirus from hospital attendance, and there could be huge reductions in financial and service delivery demands in an overstretched
secondary-care service.

INTRODUCTION

despite improvements in technology and vision/resolution, FC remains a user-dependent procedure, with poor
sensitivity for flat urothelial lesions such as carcinomain-situ (CIS).4 Therefore, it comprises only part of a
multi-modal approach to haematuria investigation.
FC can be a morbid procedure, causing considerable
(but temporary) irritative lower urinary tract symptoms

Flexible cystoscopy (FC) has been considered the
“gold standard” to visualize the bladder for several decades.1 As such, it is recommended in the investigation
of haematuria by the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) and European Association of
Urology (EAU) Bladder Cancer guidelines.2,3 However,
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for a significant number of patients.5 It also has attributable risks of infection (up to 10%) and sepsis
(<1%), particularly in immunocompromised patients
or those with long-term catheters.6 Furthermore,
many patients find FC an undignified and intrusive
procedure, and it is occasionally so poorly tolerated
that general anaesthetic is required, also with potential
inherent patient morbidity.5
Despite these risks and limitations, (largely historic) evidence regarding the prevalence of urological
malignancy in patients with non-visible haematuria
(NVH), up to 16.1%, perpetuates the perceived need
for its use.4 However, population smoking prevalence
is falling, suspected cancer referral pathways and definitions of haematuria have altered, and environmental
risks, particularly occupational exposures, have been
recognised and mitigated. These factors are likely
to have reduced the true prevalence of urological
malignancy in patients with NVH; relating this to
patients as a percentage risk of identifying bladder
cancer prior to FC should be considered an integral
part of informed consent.
Perhaps the most important current concern is the
need to ensure patient safety during the coronavirus
pandemic. A significant number of coronavirus cases
(up to 15%) are thought to be acquired within hospitals.7 Therefore, by reducing hospital attendances, for
instance FC clinic, risks to patients from coronavirus
may be decreased. Furthermore, one must also consider the service and economic burden of performing
FC (including staff, theatre, and equipment costs),
again, particularly during the Coronavirus pandemic
where health and social care services are significantly
financially over-stretched.
The considered parameter was if the benefits of
FC justified its continued use in the diagnosis of patients with NVH on the suspected cancer pathway, by
evaluating the diagnostic yield in the NVH population
in relation to the need to protect patients during the
coronavirus pandemic, the procedural morbidity and
mortality, and service provision and financial demands.

pathway for investigation of NVH, was identified at
our tertiary cancer centre and University teaching
hospital. All patients fulfilled NICE criteria for the
suspected cancer referral, and therefore were referred
after treatment of UTI if this was initially present.2
All patients who attended were assessed by “twostop” clinic, comprising (first-stop) nurse-led history
and investigations and (second-stop) urologist review,
discussion of investigation results, and flexible cystoscopy as indicated. Smoking status, family history and
occupational risk factors for urothelial cell carcinoma
(UCC) were recorded for each case.
As recommended by NICE guidelines, investigations
comprised: blood tests (including renal function, and
prostate-specific antigen in men), urine tests including protein: creatinine ratio, microbiological culture
and cytology (UC) (as urinary biomarker), and renal
tract ultrasound.
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, USA,
v16.0, 2016) and online Social Science Statistics
software8 were used for data and statistical analyses.
Multivariate regression was used to identify potential
risk groups for requiring or not requiring flexible cystoscopy (P < 0.05 considered significant); otherwise
simple descriptive methods were used.
RESULTS
Demographics
A total of 104 female and 96 male patients were
included, age range 27–92 (median 68); 21 were current
smokers, 48 were ex-smokers, 18 had occupational
risk factors, and three had relevant family history for
UCC (Table 1).
Urological malignancy found (renal, prostate,
bladder)
Eight urological malignancies were identified
from our NVH population (two renal tumours and
six bladder tumours) (Figure 1).
Six out of eight cancers were identified on imaging prior to FC: both renal tumours and six bladder
tumours were detected by renal tract ultrasound (US)
or computed tomography urogram (CTU).
None of the bladder cancers were indicated by
abnormal urine cytology.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
A consecutive case series of 200 patients, referred
from primary care on a suspected urological cancer
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Table 1. Patient Demographics
Male
Female

Total
number
96
104

Age
range
27–92
31–88

Median
age
67
68

Current
smokers
10
11

Ex-smokers
28
20

Occupational risk
factors
11
7

Family
history
1
2

Figure 1. Cancers found. (a) Pie-chart representation of the number of bladder cancers found in our NVH
case series: the orange segment represents no cancer found (n = 194, 97%) and the blue segment represents
bladder cancers found (n = 6, 3%). (b) Pie-chart representation of all cancers found by site: the blue segment
represents bladder cancers (n = 6) and the orange segment represents renal cancers (n = 2). (c) Pie-chart
representation of cancers identified by imaging prior to FC (bladder cancers orange segment, n = 6, and
renal cancers blue segment, n = 2).

No prostate cancers were suggested by screening
PSA and/or DRE (that were subsequently proven on
mpMRI and/or prostate biopsy).
Two bladder tumours were identified only by FC: in
these cases, one was a sub-centimetre solitary G1pTa
(patient already discharged from follow-up), and the
other was a solitary 2 cm pedunculated papillary tumour, however, the patient was unfit for trans-urethral
resection and has since died of heart failure.

Regression analyses
Multivariate regression analyses did not find any
significant correlation with age, gender, smoking
status, or occupational or family risk factors to bladder cancer diagnosis.
DISCUSSION
There are multiple conflicting factors regarding
the need for FC in NVH patients. The risk of bladder
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cancer missed by preliminary investigations and patient choice (FC may be wanted for “peace of mind”),
compete with user-dependence, poor sensitivity, associated morbidity, the large number of FC needed to
identify each bladder cancer and demands on service
provision. Moreover, the current coronavirus pandemic
and government guidance to reduce travel and patient
hospital attendances (even for outpatient procedures),
must also be taken into consideration.
Despite high smoking rates locally (18.9% compared
to national average 14.4%9), and multiple occupational
risk factors for bladder UCC within our catchment
area, particularly tyre manufacture and the pottery
industries, we identified bladder cancer in only 3.0%
of our NVH patients. This is similar to the weighted
average in a recent review4 and is reassuring that despite the presence of strong UCC risk factors in our
series, the prevalence of bladder cancer in patients
with NVH is much lower than historically reported.
Though the low prevalence of bladder cancer in our
series precluded meaningful regression analyses that
might identify specific risk factors, four of six patients
in whom bladder cancer was found were smokers or
ex-smokers, and four were over 70. Previous reports
also suggest that older (male) smokers have the highest rates of bladder cancer in patients with NVH, and
advocate targeting this “high-risk” population for full
investigation including FC.10
Encouragingly in our series, similar to previous
studies,4 FC appears to have a low diagnostic yield
in NVH patients, and most tumours were identified
by renal tract US. Indeed, 100 flexible cystoscopies
needed to be performed to identify one bladder cancer.
One must be mindful of the limitations of renal tract
US in that it may not identify all bladder cancers,
particularly where patients cannot fill their bladder,
and with small and carpet-like papillary tumours, and
CIS. However, small papillary tumours are typically
low-risk and are unlikely to lead to patient harm if
not found immediately, and CIS most commonly
presents with concurrent UCC, is more likely to be
detected by urinary biomarker(s), and can often be
missed during FC anyway.11 Notwithstanding, patients
with occupational or environmental risk factors for
UCC should undergo CT Urogram rather than US.4

Reassuringly, if a cancer is missed initially by US, the
patient is likely to represent with further episodes of
NVH, or with new VH, but the very low rate (<1%)
of re-presentation (with bladder cancer) up to 14 years
after initial referral, suggests that very few tumours
are missed (particularly clinically significant ones)
and supports that avoidance of FC in patients with
NVH is safe.4
Although procedural morbidity can be significant,5,6,12
none of our patients re-presented acutely to the Trust
within 30 days of FC. It was not possible to ascertain
the number of patients with urinary tract symptoms, or
those presenting to primary care services with urinary
tract infection, as these data are not routinely recorded
and our approach was retrospective. Notwithstanding,
the number of patients previously reported suffering
symptoms, infection, and sepsis following FC dwarfs
the prevalence of bladder cancer that was identified.
Considering that most patients referred for investigation of NVH in our series are elderly and comorbid,
they are at increased risk of acquiring coronavirus,
at significantly increased risk of adverse outcomes
from coronavirus infection.13 Worryingly, up to 15%
of coronavirus cases are thought to be transmitted
or “caught” in hospital settings,7 although we were
unable to assess the number of coronavirus cases in
our patients that may have been related to their FC
appointment. Nevertheless, patient attendance for
FC should be considered an avoidable risk factor for
coronavirus infection and reason enough on its own
to avoid routine FC to NVH patients.
Whilst consent processes for FC differ throughout
the UK,14 from simple implied (patient attends for the
procedure) to two stage full written consent using patient information leaflets (prior to FC appointment and
at time of FC), counselling patients of risks, benefits
and alternatives should be undertaken as best practice.
However, despite the low prevalence of bladder cancer
in the study patients with NVH, only 4.5% of patients
were offered the option of not proceeding to FC; although many of our patients may be deemed high risk,
it is clear that our pre-procedure patient counselling
process is inadequate. Indeed, even if FC remains in
routine use for NVH patients (where, for example,
benign causes have been excluded4), it is possible that
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clear discussion of the low risks of finding bladder
cancer would prompt patients to decline FC on a risk
versus benefit judgment, despite many patients being
initially keen for referral and investigation.4
Although patient safety and decreasing unnecessary
invasive investigations and risks are the key drivers
to our study, there are potentially huge reductions in
financial outlay and service demands that could be
made, if FC were not routinely performed for NVH
patients. For example, our Trust could save more than
750 (NVH) patient appointments and an estimated
£220,000 per year, potentially reducing waiting list
times for visible haematuria and other urgent referrals, and freeing funds for other essential services.
CONCLUSION
Although it is difficult to prove from our series, the
risks and associated procedural morbidity of FC almost
certainly outweigh the potential benefits in patients
with NVH, given the low prevalence of bladder cancer
and the minimal risk of missing clinically significant
disease. The demand on over-stretched resources, and
the need to reduce unnecessary hospital attendance
during the global coronavirus pandemic, are also strong
arguments that we should not routinely perform FC for
patients with NVH. The authors advocate, however,
the use of clinical judgement in all cases and suggest
the risk versus the benefit is discussed with patients
to inform their decision-making.
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